Lichen planus, a rare mucocutaneous disease affecting around 0.1–4.0% of the population [1], has been associated with a cell-mediated immunological dysfunction. It commonly affects middle-aged adults and it is more frequently observed in women than in men [2]. LP mainly affects oral mucosa, and skin involvement is rare [3]. Mucosal lesions are usually multiple and have a bilateral, symmetrical manifestation. Mucosal lesions frequently appear on the tongue, gingiva, and mucobuccal fold. Nearly half of the patients have multiple sites of involvement. Oral biopsy with a histopathological evaluation is necessary to validate the clinical diagnosis of LP. Malignant transformation is uncommon for young patients with a short history of LP and without the presence of other co-morbidities. The aim of the present report was to present a 23-year-old patient with an LP lesion which developed into a squamous cell carcinoma on a facial labial site. Different subject-related pathological, diagnostic and treatment aspects are discussed (Dent. Med. Probl. 2015, 52, 4, 512–515).
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A 23-year-old female was referred in June 2004 to a dermatologist for the evaluation of a lip fissure lesion. The patient reported both esthetic and psychological LP lesion-related discomfort.

Case Report

A 23-year-old female was referred in June 2004 to a dermatologist for the evaluation of a lip fissure lesion. The patient reported both esthetic and psychological LP lesion-related discomfort.
The lesion was first noticed almost a year before but it had not been previously treated. The clinical examination revealed that a lesion that was located on the right side of the lower lip and it was around two centimeters diameter. No additional oral lesions were found. A cytology specimen test did not show any specific marks. The lesion was treated with a Zn ointment.

A year later, the patient contacted a dermatologist again and complained of a rankling wound on the lower lip and sensitivity of the oral mucosa, reporting that the treatment had had no positive effect. Oral examination revealed multiple lichen planus lesions, which were clinically and histologically diagnosed as oral LP, but there was no skin or genital mucosa involvement. The photomicrograph showed hypertrophic LP with acanthosis and lichenoid mononuclear dermal infiltrate but no dysplasia elements were found. The patient was further referred to the Vilnius University Dental Hospital, Lithuania. The patient complained of rankling painful wounds on the lower lip and oral mucosa. Oral examination revealed multiple erosive lichen planus manifestations on the lips and minor visible desquamative gingivitis (Fig. 1). A cytology test identified dysplasia in a specimen from the lower lip (Fig. 2). The patient was further referred to the Institute of Oncology of Vilnius University, Lithuania.

Surgical treatment of the lower lip squamous cell carcinoma lesion was done at the Institute of Oncology of Vilnius University in 2007. Surgical biopsy material revealed an invasive proliferation of atypical squamoid cells (Fig. 3) and stage II of oral squamous cell carcinoma was diagnosed. After the surgical treatment, the lower lip had a cosmetic defect (Fig. 4).

The patient was unhappy with the cosmetic defect left after the surgical treatment; therefore she consulted a plastic surgeon in October 2012 at the Zalgiris Clinic of Vilnius University Hospital. An additional plastic surgical procedure was employed to correct the esthetic defect on the lower left lip. The lip plastic surgery was performed in 2013. Despite the multiple local, surgical and plastic surgery treatments, the oral examination revealed minor visible desquamative gingivitis (Fig. 5). No sign of dysplasia was found.

Fig. 1. Erosive lichen planus manifestations and desquamative gingivitis

Fig. 2. Malignant transformation of oral lichen planus

Fig. 3. Histopathological picture

Fig. 4. The lower lip esthetic defect

Fig. 5. Lichen planus manifestations
but lichenoid mononuclear infiltrate still showed LP elements. Therefore, the patient needed a regular professional monitoring of oral and general health. Figure 6 presents the patient’s photo after multiple surgeries. The patient was informed that the lesion may reoccur.

Discussion

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines oral lichen planus as a precancerous condition, associated with an increase in the risk of oral cancer [12]. According to the current definition, a precancerous lesion is “a morphologically altered tissue in which cancer is more likely to occur than in an apparently normal counterpart”. The frequency of oral cancer among oral LP patients reported in 3 of the 4 retrospective studies available from 1985 to the present was 1.5%, with the follow up from 4.5 to 7.5 years [13]. The retrospective studies are quite heterogeneous and differ in source of data (clinical records and database of histological reports), inclusion criteria, length of follow-up, design, and geographical origin. However the results of these studies move in a relatively narrow range (0–5.3%) and do not contrast with those from prospective studies [13]. On the basis of this data, the transformation rate of oral LP appears to be around 1% over 5 years [13]. Such an incidence is much higher than any figure reported in medical literature for the oral cancer incidence in the general population and strongly supports the malignant potential of oral LP [13].

An oral biopsy with histopathological examination is recommended to confirm the clinical diagnosis and particularly to exclude dysplasia and malignancy. Treatment of LP depends on the symptoms, the extent of oral and extra-oral clinical involvement, medical history, and other factors. The principal aims of current OLP therapy are the resolution of painful symptoms and oral mucosal lesions, the reduction of the risk of oral cancer, and the maintenance of good oral hygiene to eliminate the local exacerbating factors as a preventive measure. Up to now, different therapies are described for OLP including drug therapy, surgery, psoralen with ultraviolet light A (PUVA), and laser. The use of novel drug therapy is the most common method for treatment of OLP. Different drugs have been used in the form of topical and systemic application for the treatment of OLP. The drugs used in topical form are corticosteroids, immunosuppressives, retinoids, and immunomodulators. Drugs which are used systemically are thalidomide, metronidazole, griseofulvin, and hydroxychloroquine, as well as some retinoids and corticosteroids. Small and accessible erosive lesions located on the gingiva and palate can be treated by the use of an adherent paste in the form of a custom tray, which allows for accurate control over the contact time and ensures that the entire lesional surface is exposed to the drugs [14]. In the case of patients with lichenoid lesions, the suspected precipitant should be eliminated. Mechanical injury or irritants such as rough restoration margins or badly fitting dentures should be given attention, and an optimal program of oral hygiene instituted, particularly in patients with gingival LP. Patients with symptomatic lesions may also need treatment, usually with drugs (topical and systemic corticosteroids and other immunosuppressive agents), but occasionally surgery has a role. [15]. Surgical excision, cryotherapy, CO2 laser, and ND:YAG laser have all been used in the treatment of OLP. In general, surgery is reserved to remove high-risk dysplastic areas. Photochemotherapy, a new method in which the clinician uses ultraviolet A (UVA) with wavelengths ranging from 320 to 400 nm, after the injection of psoralen, is also used. Relaxation, meditation, and hypnosis have a positive impact on many cutaneous diseases and help to calm and rebalance the inflammatory response which can ameliorate inflammatory skin disorders [14].

The understanding of malignant transformation of lichen planus lesions has significantly improved over the last 20 years, but a number of key issues still need further research, e.g. the examination of factors relevant to the progression and regression of the disease. Accumulation of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) with 8-nitroguanine and 8-oxo-7, 8-dihydro-2-deoxyguanosine (8-oxodG) in the oral epithelium in OLP may reflect nitrative and oxidative damage to DNA that could be the basis of the malignancy [15]. The prevalence of oral mucosal lesions is age-dependent and in the 20- to 29-year-old group is only around 5.6% [16]. The labial site involvement and desquamative gingivitis are observed rarely, up to 8.1% [17]. When LP manifests in atypical locations and symptoms are absent, this may lead to delayed diagnosis. In addi-
tion to this, the fact that no other systemic diseases or factors were present in the young patient made the case challenging for medical professionals. In such cases, the post-treatment follow-up is essential to detect any recurrences in a timely fashion.

Oral squamous cell carcinoma is a rare complication of LP that can develop at any age. LP labial site involvement is rare. Lesions that do not heal within two three weeks should be considered for additional histological examination.
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